


Ceramic

THE WINE WAS BORN FROM TERRACOTTA

Ceramics is the set of objects made of clay that have undergone an irreversible physical and 

chemical transformation during firing at a higher or lower temperature. 

For its manufacture, ceramics (high temperature clay firing) requires for man the mastery of the 4 

essential elements: fire, earth (clay), water and air. 

-400 000 FIRE CONTROL

-30 000 

POTERY, 

Paleolithic Venus

-8 000 POTERY + WINE

-6 000

The control of fire by prehistoric man appeared around 400,000 BC.

Ceramics is the first firework that was created before the work of glass and metal, about 30,000 years before Christ.

The oldest pottery in the world discovered in the Czech Republic would be 29,000 years old and was made of terracotta, it is the Paleolithic Venus.

The oldest pottery found that contained wine is said to be 10,000 years old (8,000 BC) and comes from China, the province of Jianhu in the Yellow River 

Valley, and a little later from Armenia/Georgia (6,000 BC).

To store food, beverages such as wine or 

beer, oils .... Terracotta was used through 

civilizations (Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, 

Rome).

During the Roman Empire it was intensively 

used for the trade of wine in the form of 

dolium for arrival and storage and as amphora 

for transport.



VIN ET TERRE HAS CHOOSEN 2 CERAMICS BASED ON NATURAL CLAY THAT HAVE 
BEEN PRODUCED FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS: TERRACOTTA AND STONEWARE

Over time, man has improved ceramic techniques to achieve lower porosity and better resistance to 

chemical and climatic influences by changing the clay composition and increasing firing temperatures:

- Thus the will appeared in China 500 years before J-C.

- Porcelain in China 25 years after J-C-C

- Earthenware in Iraq 900 years after J-C.

From the 19th century onwards, every industry produced ceramics to meet its needs (plumbing, pipes, 

refractory bricks, electricity, automotive, aerospace...) with new composite pastes. 
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Study on the movement of wines in 

stoneware jars Vin et Terre

Made by the laboratory Celsius

Thermal conductivity is the amount introduced to measure a body's ability to conduct heat. Represented by 

the unit Wm-1 k-1 k-1.

The conductivity of the different materials used to absorb the 

wine:

Oak wood            :         0,16

Terracotta            :         0,83

Stoneware           :         1.30

Concrete              :         2 to 5

Stainless steel     :         26

Stoneware is therefore a very non-conductive material, known 

as insulating.

For the movement of a liquid, 

the temperature gradient is the kinetic energy.

Gravity is the driving force

the Form is the gas pedal (or brake).

The Zen tank has no curvature to give 

movement to the wine.

In this tank the wine will take a quiet 

break.

The Coralie vat allows a still wine with a 

very small range of motion, which brings 

with it an oenological aspect (slow 

exchange of tannins).

The OVO tank mainly allows top-down 

movement with a few random 

movements. 

It allows to drink a calm wine with some 

uncertain agitations.



Shape of wine and soil containers

(registred trademark and designs) Zen* Coralie* Ovo* Divine*

Average speed in cm/day in the tank caused by 

a temperature gradient of 3° 8 43 60 130

For example, if we have compared the movement of wine in the form of the standing egg (ovo) with 

other materials: (in cm/day)

In oak wood               :         17 cm/day

In concrete                 :         52 cm/day

In stainless steel        :         69 cm/day.

The "Divine" tank, elliptical in shape, allows the 

velocity to spread in the tank and thus recirculate.

Thanks to this movement, the wine close to the wall 

is renewed and allows a slightly stronger interaction 

with the oxygen.

This movement does not allow the yeasts to be put 

into suspension, but renews the wine that comes into 

contact with them.

The container for a natural mixture is the 

DIVINE.



Study on the resistance of Stoneware to the 

pressure in bar of Vin et Terre jars.

A study carried out by Veritas Shangai showed that stoneware containers withstand 3.8 bars. 






